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ABSTRACT

In a coal-burning MHD (Magnetohydrodynamic) power plant, a 
regenerative air preheater will probably be used. To have the pre
heater lined with commercially available refractory materials is 
economically wise. The preheater environment places enormous thermal, 
mechanical, and chemical stresses on these materials. For this 
reason, candidate materials must be carefully tested. In this work, 
the thermal expansion under load and initial creep rates of candidate 
materials are examined. The system used for these measurements is 
discussed in detail. The data for chrome magnesite (Corhart Refrac
tories, Type RFC) and magnesia alumina (Corhart, Type X317) are 
presented.



CHAPTER I

•INTRODUCTION

With the price of oil continuing to rise, new sources of energy 

which are less expensive and more efficient are sought. In recent 

years, more and more researchers have turned their efforts to this 

problem.

Coal, which is an easily available and abundant resource, could 

help to supply our energy needs for many years.

One promising way of efficiently generating energy, using coal, 

is MHD (Magnetohydrodynamics). Magnetohydrodynamics has been around 

for many years. Patents dealing with MHD power generation started 

to appear around 1910. However, probably the first ''real" MHD gen

erator was built at AERL (Avco Everett Research Laboratory) in 1959
Iby R. Rosa and others.

In a coal-fired MHD generator, a high temperature plasma is 

produced from the combustion of powdered coal. The electrical con

ductivity of the plasma is usually enhanced by seeding the slag with 

CO^ or ’K^SO^. The electrically charged gases move by expanding 

through a duct or channel which is surrounded by a magnet (super

conducting usually) that produces a very strong field. According 

to Faraday's law of magnetic induction an electromotive force is 

generated by the flow of this conducting gas through the magnetic 

field. A Lorentz force acts on the charged particles causing a current 

to flow to an external load.
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Figure I is a conceptual diagram of the current flow induced by
2the EMF in the MHD channel. Tlie current flows through an external 

load resistance to show schematically that it does useful work. The 

great advantage of an MHD generator is its simplicity —  it has no 

moving parts. R. Rosa thoroughly discusses the technical aspects of 

MHD in his book.

• To be efficient, the MHD generator combustor must be at a high 

enough temperature to ionize sufficiently the seeded combustion 

products so that the plasma has the appropriate electrical conductivity 

as it passes through the generating channel. To achieve the required 

channel temperature, a regenerative air preheater  ̂ employing cored 

bricks of refractory material as the heat storage medium, is commonly 

used to preheat the air for coal combustion, A regenerative heater 

is a cyclic heat exchanger utilizing a heat storage material. During 

one half cycle, called the reheat cycle, the storage material is heat

ed by the MHD combustion gases after they have passed through the 

channel. In the next half cycle, called the blowdown cycle, the 

storage material gives up its heat by conduction to the air being 

heated for coal combustion. This mode of operation is more efficient 

than separately firing the preheater.

Preheaters to be used with open-cycle power plants can be fired 

directly with the MHD channel exhaust or indirectly with a separate 

heat source. But in a closed cycle generator, energy released during
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FIGURE I

Conceptual diagram of a magnetohydrodynamic channel, 

of the gas flow, magnetic field, and current density

Directions 

are shown.
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combustion is transferee! in a heat exchanger to an electrically 

conducting gas or fluid which is permanently recycled through the 

generator.

A major concern with the use of preheaters is the severity of 

materials problems encountered. As mentioned earlier$ the gases that 

flow through the channel are made more conductive by seeding. This 

seeding creates an environment very corrosive to the heat-storing 

firebrick of the preheater. In addition, there are enormous stresses, 

both thermal and mechanical, due to thermal cycling of the preheater 

and compressive loads from successive vertical layers of firebrick.

■Due to these problems, candidate preheater materials must be carefully 

tested.

An important physical parameter to. be considered in determining 

a suitable refractory material for facility.design is thermal expansion 

under load (TEUL). In addition, because yield strength and maximum 

dilation of materials changes with both load and thermal history, TEUL 

is a useful way to determine structural changes or damage.

It is the objective of this work to design and build an apparatus 

to measure the thermal behavior of potential preheated materials under 

MHD loads and temperatures. Measurements of pristine materials will 

then be compared to those exposed' to a slagging environment to deter

mine if any structural damage occurred.

i



CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND

"Prom ghoulies and ghosties, and long leggety beastles and things

that go bump in the night. Good Lord deliver us" is an old Scottish 
' 3prayer. As structural members of buildings, coats of armor, etc., 

cooled in the evening, they were certainly among things that went 

"bump in the night". To visualize the consternation of our forefathers 

when such items suddenly emitted strange sounds is not difficult. Thp 

uses of thermal expansion in our daily lives are readily observable —  

bimetal thermometers to control our heating and cooling systems, and 

hot water to "loosen" a stuck jar lid, to. name two.

To understand thermal expansion, consider, as a reasonable model 

of a solid substance, a three dimensional array of atoms which are free 

to vibrate about their equilibrium positions. For simplicity their 

separation distance will be represented by a single configuration 

coordinate, x. Their potential energy is a function of the separation 

x and can be represented by .a function U(x) (Figure 2). U(x) can be 

understood quantitatively with the help of a Taylor series expansion 

about the point x q:

U(x) + C f )  C x - V  + Cx-X0) *  + i ( 0 y '(X -X o)S-Kvdx"x0 v~ ^o' ' 2'dx^'x0 ' “O' 6 dx3 Xq CD

U is an arbitrary measure of the depth of the well and.can be ignored 

or set to zero by a change.of coordinates. Since Xq has been chosen .

to be a point where U (x) has a minimum, then dU/dx = O'at'x . By
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FIGURE 2

Potential energy curve of a pair of atoms. As the thermal energy 

increases, the average separation of the atoms is somewhat greater, 

hence expansion.
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making a change of coordinates so Xq = 0, the remaining equation is

essentially.

U (x) = Ax^ + Bx^ + . . . (2)

The first term in U(x) is a harmonic term and does not contribute to 

the expansion. In lowest order, the thermal expansion does not 

involve a symmetric term Cx^ in U(x), but only the asymmetric term 

Bx3.
4• Figure 2 is a graph of a typical anharmonic pair potential.

For a given temperature the atoms will have a certain thermal energy

and will oscillate between positions x^ and If the temperature

is increased, the. thermal energy increases, and the atoms now

oscillate between positions x^ and x^. It is seen from the graph that

the average displacement, <x>, has changed somewhat from its lower

temperature value. Now the average separation of the atoms is some-

what farther apart, hence expansion results. As the amplitude of 
I

.vibrations increases, due. to an increase in temperature, it is the
3asymmetry of the potential well, due to the term in x , that causes

r j - '
the mean separation to increase.

7If a bar of material is subjected to a succession of temperature

changes that do not produce a change of state, its length will vary

continuously with the temperature. It is found experimentally that

the length SL can be represented by an expression of the form
9 3Jl = JIqCI + aT + BTz + yT +.. .) (3)
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where Jl is the length at a reference temperature T=O and a , g, y and 

so on are constants. This is the equation used to fit a curve. 

Normally, it is sufficiently accurate to use the simple formula

Jl = & (I + ctT) (4)

Tlie constant a , characteristic of the material, is called the coef

ficient of linear expansion and is used to calculate the change in any 

linear dimension of a solid, such as its length, width, or thickness. 

If Equation (4) is solved for a, it is seen that the coefficient of 

linear expansion of a substance can be described as the fractional • 

change in length per degree rise in temperature.•

To be more precise, the coefficient of linear expansion at the 

temperature: T is defined by

= I ' d£
ctT Jl dT o

(5)

and is exactly equal to the constant a in Equation (3). The mean

coefficient of linear expansion between two temperatures T, and T- is

(I2-T1) (6)

Strictly speaking, the value of a in Equation (6) is temperature 

dependent because we have neglected the higher terms in Equation (3). 

For most applications this approximation is sufficient.

On a hot summer day the effect of thermal expansion would be 

readily apparent if not allowed for by the design engineer. ' In the 

design of any structure which is subject to changes in temperature, 

some provision must, in general, be made for expansion. Allowances
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should always be made in the construction of bridges, railroad tracks, 

highways, etc. The technological importance of accurate knowledge of 

thermal expansion is readily apparent when one considers the problems 

associated with high-performance engines, nuclear reactors, space- 

shuttle vehicles and the like.

Another form of deformation of a solid is due to stress. The 

deformation of a structure is expressed in terms of displacements 

resulting from applied load's. . The deformation is the cumulative 

result of many small local strains, and the applied loads are associ

ated with a complex pattern of local stresses.

The problem of determining the relation between applied loads and 

the overall displacements from local strains is.the central task of 

the. theories of strength of materials and elasticity. By considering 

a simple system where the properties are uniform throughout the 

structural system, the problem can be set forth adequately. The local 

state of a solid will certainly involve the stress, a, the strain, e, 

and the temperature. The normal force acting over a unit area of the 

cross section of a solid is called stress. If the forces applied to 

the ends of a bar are such that the bar is in compression, we have 

compressive stresses. When a compressive stress is applied- to the bar, 

there is a length contraction. The normal strain, denoted by e, is 

found by dividing the contraction by the original length. The strain 

is usually expressed in units of inches per inch and therefore is

dimensionless.
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Consider a one-dimensional solid system such as a bar subject 

to a compressive stress. For simple elastic structures it is observed 

that the ratio of stress to strain is independent of the stress. The 

ratio

E = f (9)
is Young's modulus. For any particular substance E is nearly constant 

for a wide range of s t a t e s . I f  the same system is now heated so the 

change of temperature causes the sample to expand, the strain is 

governed by the expansion equation [Equation (6)].

If strain due to stress and changing temperature are now combined, 

the total strain is

^ = - I t a C T 2-1P  (10)

This equation, which gives the linear strain in terms of the normal 

stress and temperature is the simplest form of equation of state for 

a solid.

If the applied load or the temperature become sufficiently high 

the solid will begin to yield to the extreme conditions. This is the 

onset of creep. Although the objective of this work does not concern 

itself with extensive creep measurements, whenever feasible, we do 

take some initial creep data of a sample. Creep of materials may be 

defined as the time dependent strain of the solid under a constant 

load at a constant temperature. Tbe three major reasons for creep 

are plastic deformation, changing crystalline phases, and. grain
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boundary sliding. Plastic deformation takes place beyond the elastic 

region. In this region some of the restoring bonds are broken and the 

deformation .is permanent. At sufficiently high stresses and tempera

tures there may be a change in crystalline phase, such as from hexa

gonal-close-packed (hep) to face-centered cubic (fee). Such a change 

would most probably change the lattice constant and contribute to 

creep. If the bonding agent holding the material together softens 

at a lower temperature than the grains of the material, the solid may 

exhibit grain boundary sliding.

Typical behavior of a refractory material under stress on heating
6is shown in Figure 3. One can see as the temperature of a material 

is raised under a compressive stress, the material passes from a region 

of elastic thermal expansion, which is reversible, to a region of 

plastic flow (creep), which is not reversible. A point, called the 

yield point, is indicated by a departure from the linear portion of 

the thermal expansion curve. This point is the onset of creep. The 

elastic strength of a material is dependent upon thermal history and 

stress and this will affect the location of the yield point. From 

T^ to T^ the thermal expansion deformation exceeds the contractive 

creep deformation so the overall dimensional change is still 

expansion. . At Tg the creep rate becomes equal to the expansion rate. 

This is called the point of maximum dilation. With any further 

increase in temperature the creep rate becomes larger than
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FIGURE 3

A typical expansion versus temperature curve. Tlie yield point and 

maximum dilation point are shown. After maximum dilation, the 

temperature is held constant and the abscissa becomes time.
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the expansion rate and the deformation is a contraction. However, if 

the temperature were held constant at any point after , the defor

mation would be a contraction.



CHAPTER III

EXPERIMENT

The principal purpose of the experimental work was to design and 

build a furnace and measuring system to measure the thermal expansion 

under load of refractory bricks. In designing a furnace of this type, 

considerations must be made for the elevated temperatures, up to 1650° 

C, (3002°F) and the compressive loads (up to 1500 p.s.i.).

To attain homogeneous sample temperature, the furnace must supply 

heat to the sample in" a symmetrical fashion. Heating elements made 

of silicon carbide or molybdenum disilicide are commonly used. The 

molybdenum disilicide heating elements seemed especially well suited 

for this furnace. They have a high temperature capability, as high 

as ISOO0C, (3272°F), with long element life (compared to silicon 

carbide at high temperatures), and when heated above IOOO0C (1832°F), 

are highly resistant to oxidation.

The large compressive loads can be achieved in basically two ways 

A hydraulic loading system or a "dead weight" load are the usual 

choices. On the basis of cost and simplicity the dead weight scheme 

was chosen.

Many different methods for measuring the thermal expansion of 

solids have been developed.^ The choice of method depends upon 

the material to be measured, the temperature range of the measurements 

and the kind of information required.
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All methods for measuring thermal expansion can be divided into

two classes: (I) relative methods in which the expansion of one

material is measured relative to another material of known thermal

expansion; and (2) absolute methods in which the expansion of the

material is measured directly.

To measure the deformation of the sample three methods were

considered. They are the twin-telemicroscope method, the vertical

push-rod method, and the horizontal, parallel-lever-arm method.

A schematic diagram of the twin-telemicroscope method is shown in

Figure 4. This method is useful for measuring the absolute expansion

of a sample at high temperatures. The two microscopes are mounted to

a bar of low-expansion material and the length change is measured with
9filar micrometer eyepieces. The gauge length is defined by knife

edges machined into the specimen in such a way that they will form

sharp images. Because of the large working distance imposed by the

furnace, telemicroscopes with a magnification of at least 50X are
-4necessary to obtain measurements with a sensitivity of 10 cm 

(.00004").

The push-rod method for measuring thermal expansion, is experi

mentally simple. Two cases of the vertical type will be discussed.

The horizontal push-rod method, which is best used with hydraulic 

loading of the sample, was not considered because dead weight loading 

was desired from the very beginning for its'accuracy and simplicity.
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FIGURE 4

A drawing of the twin-telemicroscope method of measuring thermal 

expansion.
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The first of the two push-rod cases is the single rod method 

shown in Figure 5. As the sample expands against the push-rod, the 

length change is detected by a mechanical to electrical transducer 

located above and external to the furnace.

A major disadvantage of this method- is that the system must be 

calibrated over the desired temperature range, with a sample of the 

same length, and of known thermal expansion. This calibration is 

required to allow for the expansion of the push-rod. In addition, at 

sufficiently high temperatures and loads, the sample ends may tend to 

"mushroom", resulting in an erroneous expansion -coefficient.

A better approach, using push-rods, is the double rod method 

(Figure 6). In this method the length change is measured by taking the 

difference between the output readings of the transducers from the top 

and the bottom of the sample. Because two transducers are employed, 

a little more work is required in calibrating the system. Also, end 

effects can still be a problem.

The horizontal, parallel lever arm method is also experimentally 

simple and reliable. This is the method that was ultimately chosen. 

Shown in Figure 7, as the sample expands, the probe rod tips move 

with the sample and the outboard end of the arms move with an opposite 

relative motion. The expansion is measured with mechanical to elect

rical transducers fastened to the end of the arms. Besides minimizing 

end effects, the system provides good precision with little or no 

correction for the thermal expansion of the-probe rod material. This
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FIGURE 5

The single rod method for measuring thermal expansion. The 

transducer has a fixed position. The dashed line represents the 

push-rod between the transducer and the sample.
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The double rod method for measuring thermal expansion, 

transducers are required.

' FIGURE 6
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FIGURE 7

A drawing of the horizontal, parallel lever.arm method of measuring 

thermal expansion. Two transducers are required. Access holes are 

provided on two sides of the furnace for penetration of the probe 

rods. This is the method that was ultimately chosen.
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system is a modification of one used extensively at Battelle 

Laboratories■(Columbus), in their metal, fatigue measurements^^ and 

elsewhere in the measurement of compressive creep.^

The apparatus has three main parts —  a loading device, furnace, 

and a strain measuring device.

The loading device consists of a massive steel frame, made from 

I 1/2" (3.81 cm) square steel tubing, that surrounds the furnace and 

supports the measuring device. The frame is attached with bolts to a 

base plate of 4' x 8' x 1/4” (121.9 x 243.8 x .6 cm) plate steel.

Load is applied" through a lever arm made of solid steel with dimensions

2" x 2" x 47 1/2" (5.08 x 5.08 x 120.6 cm). The lever arm (3:1) has

a steel basket attached to its end that can be.filled with lead bricks

for a dead weight load. A ball and socket joint at the top of the 

loading column minimizes the chance of torsional movement of the column. 

The column is guided by a linear motion ball bushing which is welded 

to a frame. A picture of the loading frame is shown in, Figure 8.

Refractory bricks suited to several temperature ranges make up the 

furnace. Each successive layer of brick covers the seam of the layer 

below it to minimize radiant losses and increase the strength of the 

final structure. Four layers of stainless steel bands hold the bricks 

securely in place. Figure 9 is a. picture of the core of the furnace. 

Leveling bolts are welded to the base of the furnace at the corners. 

Walls of high temperature insulating fiberboard make up the shell of 

the furnace and any spaces are filled with a fibrous ceramic insulation.
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FIGURE 8

The loading' frame. The ball and socket joint and linear motion ball 

bushing are located in the upper middle of the picture, above the 

center of the furnace.
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FIGURE 9

A picture of the furnace core. The "U" shaped heating elements 

can be seen behind the sample.
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Eight molybdenum disilicide (MoSi^) heating elements surround the 

sample in a symmetrical fashion to insure a constant and homogeneous 

temperature "hot zone". The heating elements are connected in series 

by tinned copper braid. ■ Book binder clips connect the braid to the 

element. Fans, affixed to the loading frame, are aimed at the top 

of the elements to slow down the oxidation of the copper braid. Access 

holes are drilled on two sides of the furnace for the probe rods.

Access holes, for thermocouples, were also drilled perpendicular to 

the probe rod holes. A type "B" thermocouple (Platinum 6% Rhodium vs. 

Platinum 30% Rhodium) was used for the temperature controller, and a 

type "S" (Platinum vs. Platinum 10% Rhodium) was used for data col

lection.

■ Below the sample, the lower ram (usually made of the same material 

as the sample) sits on a water cooled aluminum cylinder, which in turn 

sits on the base plate. To insure even loading, the ends and sides of 

the sample are diamond ground plane and parallel. A typical stack is 

shown in Figure 10. .

The strain measuring device consists of three parts — a platform, 

a moveable carriage, and a probe-rod to transducer assembly. The . 

platform is rigidly attached to the loading frame with angle-iron 

braces. Slots were cut in the ends for leveling purposes. Three rods 

were fastened to the platform to provide a track for the carriage.

The carriage has three grooved blocks on its bottom that fit. into 

the track, and a cross-bar from which the probe-rod to transducer
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FIGURE 10

A typical stack configuration. The spacers located at both ends of 

the sample are usually made of the same material as the sample.

This prevents possible reactions at the ends of the sample.
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assembly hangs. Each arm of the assembly is comprised of a 1/4'inch- 

diameter (.6 cm), high density, polycrystalline alumina rod, an 

aluminum pivot block, and a tubular stainless steel carrier arm for 

the transducer. Each arm of the assembly is connected at the pivot 

block with a low expansion Invar space plate and two spring steel 

flex pivots. The arms are balanced to minimize bending stresses in 

the alumina rods. The assembly is suspended from the carriage by ad

justable guy lines to facilitate entrance to or removal from the 

furnace. To prevent the probe rods from slipping on the sample surface 

small cone-shaped holes were machined into the sample with the usual 

nominal spacing being three inches (7.6 cm) (gage length). Small 

platinum foil cones were placed over the probe -rod tips to prevent re

actions between the alumina rods and the refractory sample. As the 

sample expands, the rods pivot, and the lateral deformation of the 

sample is monitored by a transducer connected at the outboard end of 

the arms. Pictured in Figure 11 is the strain measuring apparatus.

The system was mechanically calibrated with a specially construct

ed micrometer-actuated calibration block. The accuracy of,the micro

meter head was ± .0001 inches (.000254 cm).

LVDT stands for linear variable differential transformer. An 

LVDT consists of a primary and two secondary coils symmetrically 

arranged to form a hollow cylinder. A magnetic iron core, supported 

by a non-magnetic rod;, moves axially within the, cylinder with the 

mechanical displacement of the probe as shown in Figure 12. If AC
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FIGURE 11

A picture of the strain measuring device. Each probe arm is carefully 

balanced to minimize bending stresses in the alumina rods.
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FIGURE 12

Schematic of a mechanical to electrical transducer. The primary 

coil, or exciting coil, is the left one. Secondary coils on the 

right, are connected in series opposition.
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. excitation (6 volts at 3 kHz) is applied to the primary coil, voltages 

will be' induced in the secondary coils. If the iron core is in the 

center, or "null" position, the induced secondary voltages will be 

equal, due to the symmetry of magnetic coupling to the primary. Since 

the secondary coils are connected in series opposition, as shown in 

Figure 12, the secondary voltages will cancel and there will be no net 

output voltage. However, if the core is displaced from its null 

position, one secondary voltage will increase, the other will decrease,, 

and a net output voltage will be produced. The output signal will be 

proportional to the magnitude of displacement and will have a phase 

polarity (positive or negative) corresponding to the direction of 

displacement. The output voltage of the LVHT is monitored through an 

amplifier/conditioner. In our experiment, two strain systems are used 

simultaneously on opposite sides of the sample and the output of both 

is averaged. Thus, if the sample defbrmatlon is nonuniform, an average 

measurement is recorded. The expansion of both sides and their average 

is stored in a minicomputer and is accessible at any time during the 

experiment.

A large portion of the work involved in this experiment was 

designing and building a furnace that could accommodate our samples.

The "hot zone" volume of this furnace is approximately 4097 cubic 

centimeters (250 Cubic inches). With this volume, it takes about 2.5 

kilowatts of power to heat the furnace at a rate of 55.40C (IOO0F) per. 

hour in the 1550-1650°C range, and about 2 kilowatts to maintain a
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temperature of 1650°C (3002°F). As mentioned earlier, the furnace is 

heated by eight molybdenum disilicide heating elements connected in 

series. The total cold resistance of the eight elements, including 

the copper braid and the contact resistance, is .2 ohms. With such a 

small resistance, a huge surge of current can be expected when starting 

the furnace.. Therefore, a temperature controller with power and 

current limiting abilities is needed. In this system, the line voltage 

is fed to a power line transformer and then cut in half by means of a 

center tap. Therefore, approximately 60 volts is fed to the SCR1s, • 

which are triggered by the temperature controller. The furnace 

elements are in series with the SCR1s.

The system Is interfaced to a minicomputer for data acquisition 

and temperature ramping., Software was generated for interfacing the 

peripheral machinery to the minicomputer. A clock and multiplexing 

system were built, and then modified, to make them more compatible with 

the buffer board. The system also allows for local control of the 

multiplexers.

The results of these efforts is an almost totally automated 

experiment. To start the experiment, power must be turned on to the 

various devices and the minicomputer given the parameters of the 

experiment. The computer will then ramp up the temperature at a 

prescribed rate, taking data a given time intervals, and terminate 

the experiment when the desired temperature is reached,or continue to 

take data (creep) at the desired temperature. The minicomputer used ■
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(Tektronix Corp., Beaverton, Or. ,.Model 4051) has the capability of 

graphic display, so at any time during the experiment the data can be 

plotted for visual inspection. The minicomputer will also calculate 

a least squares fit of the data, the slope being the linear coefficient 

of thermal expansion. A block diagram of the electronic configuration 

is shown ' in Figure 13'.
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FIGURE 13

Schematic of electronic configuration used for data acquisition by 

the minicomputer.
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CHAPTER IV

DATA

The search for preheater materials is an on-going effort at 

Montana State University. Data will be presented here for four samples 

that have been studied thus far. The samples are pristine and slagged 

chrome magnesite, and pristine and slagged fused cast magnesia alumina 

spinel.

The chrome magnesite material studied is a commercially made re-
12bonded fused-grain brick with approximate porosity of 14%. The brick 

is produced by sintering grains of varying size of a fusion-cast chrome 

magnesite refractory. The brick is then cold pressed into shape and 

then fired to produce the sintered brick.

The slagged chrome magnesite sample is a thermally cycled sample 

from the core of the Montana State University Moderate Temperature Slag 

Flow Facility (MTSFF). It was not exposed to potassium seed and is 

therefore more typical of closed-cycle generator conditions.

The next material studied was a fused cast magnesia alumina spinel.
13It contains round grains of periclase and has a porosity of 4%.

This material contains isolated macro-voids up to I cm. in size. These 

voids are generally located in the center of the brick. Both the 

slagged and unslagged bricks came" from the FluiDyne Engineering 

Corporation of Minneapolis, Minnesota. Fusion cast materials are 

usually stronger at high temperatures than bonded materials and are
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more resistant to slag attack. U  The slagged material had been 

exposed to seed also, in conditions simulating open-cycle preheaters.

Thermal expansion curves for chrome magnesite firebricks are shown 

in Figure 14. The figure shows that the no load (solid line) thermal 

expansion and the 100 p.s.i. data points agree up to the yield point. 

The 100 p.s.i. curve exhibits typical behavior of most thermal expan

sion under load curves. The no load data was taken by R. J. Pollina,

Al Kumnick, and R. Larson. Where the no load data and the 100 p.s.i. 

data are matched up, the coefficient is 1.2 x 10 ~*C \  Both samples 

are pristine firebricks. When maximum dilation is reached, the temp

erature is held constant, and the abscissa becomes time.

Figure 15 is thermal expansion curves for chrome magnesite fire

brick. Both the slagged (dashed line) sample, and unslagged (solid 

line) sample were thermally cycled.

Comparing Figure 14 and Figure 15, it appears that the yield point 

and maximum dilation point are lower for the thermally cycled sample, 

although not significantly.

The 100 p.s.i. slagged run was never completed due to a brief 

power failure. With resumption of power, and the computer program 

lost, the experiment proceeded at a rapid heating rate without data 

collection. The sample eventually collapsed at some unknown temper

ature.

The thermal history of the chrome magnesite samples is listed in





FIGURE 14

Thermal expansion curves for a chrome magnesite firebrick. The solid 

line is "no load" data taken from Reference 15. As shown, by crosses 

and dots, the 100 p.s.i. data is in good agreement with the no load 

data up to the yield point.

v
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FIGURE 15

Thermal expansion curves for a chrome magnesite firebrick. Maximum 

dilation for the unslagged sample run (solid line) under 100 p.s.i. 

stress is at 1547°C. The slagged sample (dashed line) run was inter

rupted by a power failure which terminated the data collection, and 

destroyed the sample.

v
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Table I, and the linear expansion coefficients in Table 3. Other data 

are stated in the figure caption. .

Thermal expansion curves for unslagged (solid lines) and slagged 

(dashed lines) samples of magnesia alumina are shown in Figure 16.

The figure clearly shows that yield points and maximum dilation points 

are reached at lower and lower temperatures under increased stresses.

Table 2 is a thermal history for the magnesia alumina samples. 

Linear expansion coefficients for several stresses and temperature 

ranges are listed in Table 3. Data concerning maximum dilation points 

are stated in the figure caption.

. Thermal expansion studies of natural ash and seeded coal slag 

have been performed by Pollina.^ Their values are listed in Table 3. 

The seeded slag has a larger expansion coefficient than the firebrick 

samples studied, while the ash has a smaller coefficient than the 

samples.
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'FIGURE 16

Thermal expansion curves for unslagged (solid lines) and slagged 

(dashed lines) samples of magnesia alumina under varying loads of 

compressive stress. Maximum dilation for the slagged 1000 p.s.i. run 

occurs at 15670C, and for the 1500 p.s.i. run at 15070G. The "less 

than or equal to" sign means that all runs of compressive stress less 

than or equal to that number followed the same thermal expansion curve.

v
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THERMAL HISTORY OF CHROME MAGNESITE (Corhart Refractories, 
Corning, N.Y., Type KFG) SAMPLE IN FIGURE 15

The unslagged sample was heated to 14820C under 100 p.s.i. stress, 

then allowed to creep for 24 hours at 14820C. The temperature was 

reduced to 1377°C and held for 38 hours. The system was then cycled 

down to 9770C and a second heating cycle was started. The sample 

was then heated to 1557°C under 100 p.s.i. compressive stress 

(Run I), then cooled to 977°C. Sample was heated to 1617°C under 

25 p.s.i. stress. (Run 2) Sample was cooled to room temperature 

having completed the run.

The slagged sample was thermally cycled at the Moderate Temperature 

Slag Flow Facility (MTSFF). Sample was heated to 1317°C under 100 

p.s.i. stress. Subsequent data was lost due to a power failure to 

the data collection system. Resumption of power, without control, 

resulted in a rapid heating rate and the eventual collapse of the 

sample at an unknown temperature. (Run 3)

TABLE I
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THERMAL HISTORY OF MAGNESIA ALUMINA 
(Corhart Type X317) SAMPLE IN FIGURE 16.

The unslagged sample was heated to 1502°C under 100 p.s.i. stress.

The temperature was reduced to 977°C, then reheated to 1477°G under 

200 p.s.i. stress. The temperature was reduced to 9770C and reheated 

to 1587°C under 500 p.s.i. stress. The temperature was reduced to 

977°C and reheated to 1592°C under 1000 p.s.i. stress. All of the 

above runs followed the solid line marked by -  1000 p.s.i. in Figure 

16 (Run 4). The sample was then cooled to 977°C and reheated to 1554° 

C under 1500 p.s.i. At 1554°C, a heating element broke and the sample 

was cooled to room temperature to replace the element. After re

placing the element the sample was heated to 1597°C under 1500 p.s.i. 

(Run 5). This completed runs made on this sample.

Next, a slagged sample was heated to 1611°C under 100 p.s.i. stress 

and then cooled to room temperature. It was reheated to 1611°C under 

250 p.s.i. and then cooled to 977°C, reheated to 1611°C under 500 

p.s.i. stress and cooled to 9770C. These 3 runs follow the dashed 

line marked - 500 p.s.i. in Figure 16 (Run 6). The sample was then 

reheated to 1617 °C, under 1000. p. s.,i. , then cooled to 977°C (Run 7). 

Finally, the sample was heated to 1587°C under 1500 p.s.i. and then

' TABLE 2
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TABLE.2 (Continued)

THERMAL HISTORY OF MAGNESIA ALUliINA 
(Corhart Type X317) SAMPLE IN FIGURE 16.

cooled to room temperature. (Run 8) This completed runs made on 

the slagged sample. Yield and maximum dilation points can be seen 

in the figure.
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THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS

TABLE 3

STRESS RUN
P.S.I.

Unslagged Chrome Magnesite 100 -5 -I. a = 1.48x10 C 
977-1227°C

I

• «■

ct = 1.2 5x10-  ̂C-1 
1257-1447°C (Yield)

Unslagged Chrome Magnesite 25 ct = 1.45xl0~5C-1 2
Averaged from 
977-1617 °C

Slagged Chrome Magnesite 100 ct = 1.48x10~5C 1  

977-1227°C
a = 1.2 8x1 Q-5C 1 
1227-1317°C

3

Unslagged Magnesia Alumina -1000 a = 1.07x10-5C“1 
Averaged from 
977-1607°C

4

Unslagged Magnesia Alumina 1500 ct = 1.07xl0-5C 1 
977-1297°C
a = 8.33x10~6C-1 
1297-1587°C

5

Slagged Magnesia Alumina -500 -5 -Ict = 1.2x10 C 
1027-1607°C-

6

Slagged Magnesia Alumina 1000 ct = I^xlO-5C-1 
977-14270C (Yield)

7
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•TABLE 3

THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS (Continued)

STRESS
P.S.I.

RUN

Slagged Magnesia Alumina 1500 ct = 1.2x10 5C I 
977-1277°C (Yield)

g

Natural Ash 0 -6 -Ict = 6.3x10 C 
470-900°C

Seeded Slag 0 a = I ^ xIO-5C-1 
367-665°C



CHAPTER V

ERRORS -

To test the accuracy of the system, a run was made on a standard 

of known thermal expansion. The standard was a hollow cylinder of 

99.8% Alumina (Al^O^), with cone holes placed at the normal 7.6 cm 

(3 inch) spacing. There was no load on the sample.

134 data points were taken in the temperature range 897°C-1427°C. 

The temperature was ramped at the normal 55.4°C (IOO0F) per hour.

• After adjusting the intercept, every data point was compared to

its calculated literature value.Ninety-seven-percent of the data

points were within one percent of their literature value. The largest

difference of any data point from its literature value was 1.7 percent

of the literature value. The literature values are an average of

results from many independent sources and are considered to be accurate 
18to 3 percent.

In addition to the aforementioned experiment, two other checks 

were performed to determine errors of the system. One, to test the 

ambient temperature dependence of the measuring system, the other to 

determine if there existed a sample temperature gradient.

Since the room temperature may change by 8°C (15°F) in the 

duration of a run, it was felt that a test of the temperature 

dependence of the strain measuring system must be made. To test this 

dependence, the measuring system was set up as normal except that the
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sample was replaced by the aluminum micrometer calibration device.

With the micrometer set at a three inch spacing, the LVDT was zeroed.

By using the room thermostat, the room temperature was changed from 

12.2°G (54°F) to 22.7°C (73°F) over a period of 4.5 hours. After three 

hours the temperature was 18.9°C (66°F) .and the LVDT reading was -2 

millivolts. At the end of 4.5 hours the LVDT reading was +1 millivolt. 

Changes in the LVDT reading due to thermal expansion of the components 

of the strain measuring system should be linear with temperature change. 

Since the readings in this test did not show linear behavior with . 

temperature change, it may be concluded, that other factors effected 

the change in readings to a degree equal to or greater than any thermal 

expansion effects. Possible factors contributing to the small observed 

drift in readings might include vibrations due to a mechanical coupling 

with the floor, and random drift in the LVDT conditioner and voltmeter 

electronics. According to the manufacturers specifications, the 

temperature errors attributable to the transducer-instrument combin

ation would be less than .3 millivolts for this test. Similarly, error 

in this test attributable to the digital multimeter would be less than 

.2 millivolts. It can be concluded that the effects of room tempera

ture change are no greater than the ± 2 millivolt noise variations 

observed in this test.

To determine a sample temperature gradient, a run was made with 

3 thermocouples pressed against a sample of typical thermal conduct

ivity 7.2 W./m./°K at 12040C. Two of the thermocouples were I" (2.5
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cm) from the sample ends and the third near the middle. The 

temperature was raised from 970°C to 1600°C at the normal 55.4°C 

(IOO0F) per hour. The results are listed in Table 4. The largest 

temperature difference observed was 6°C.

Table 5 summarizes a number of possible sources of error in data 

taken with this system. Included in the table are the errors discus

sed above, along with manufacturers' specifications for error in the 

instruments used.

It can be said with confidence that the system can make a 

measurement to within ±.005 cm (±2 mils). This corresponds to .07 

percent of the probe rod spacing length. This confidence value takes 

into account a reasonable estimate of error due to random environ

mental factors, such as, transmission of floor vibration to the 

measuring apparatus.
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TABLE 4

TEMPERATURE GRADIENT IN FURNACE

TOP MIDDLE BOTTOM

973°C (1783°F) 

13730C (2503°F) 

1453°C (2647°F)

972°C (1782°F) 

1378°C (2512°F) 

14510C (2644°F)

978°C (1792°F) 

1376°C (2509°F) 

1457°C (2655°F)
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TABLE 5

LIST OF ERRORS

Errors Associated With Room 
Temperature Drift

0.004 V. 0.0002

LVDT Accuracy 0.005 V. . 0.00025

Digital Multimeter Accuracy 0.0041 V. 0.0002

Micrometer Head 0.0001" 0.00007

Thermocouple 4.10C

Digital Thermometer I.I0C

Vertical Temperature Difference 15°C



CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

This work is part of a study of the.thermal characteristics of 

ceramic materials to be used.in MHD preheaters. An MHD system is 

complex, and a number of its components are as yet unproven. A high- 

temperature, directly-fired air preheater is one of these components 

currently being investigated in a cored, ceramic brick configuration. 

The material for such a component must have the capability of with

standing both the corrosive environment of coal slag with potassium■ 

seed compounds and the thermal cycling necessary for proper perfor

mance.

The thermal expansion coefficient is important for several reasons 

It is an important design parameter for engineers. Also, it is neces

sary for the calculation of thermal stresses in materials which undergo 

thermal cycling.■ ■

Finally, the thermal expansion of these materials relative to 

coal slag below its softening point is also quite important. If a 

slag-containing body such as a porous firebrick is cooled to room 

temperature, mechanical stresses will be expected because of the slag 

inclusions. If the ceramic firebrick has a thermal expansion smaller 

than slag, it will contract less than slag when cooled, possibly 

fracturing the brick.

The major accomplishment of this research is the development of a 

high precision, horizontal parallel-arm measuring system for monitoring
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deformation and creep behavior of refractory brick. Ifhen a standard 

sample of known thermal expansion was tried, the scatter was l e s s  than 

2% of the literature values. "

Thermal expansion coefficients of various candidate preheater 

materials have been presented with varying thermal histories and 

stresses for both pristine and slagged samples.

It. is too early to draw any definite conclusions concerning the

durability of MHD air preheater materials. In general, the more dense

materials have higher yield points and higher maximum dilation 
19points. Changes in expansion patterns can occur as a function of . 

thermal history. Also, higher loads tend to lower the yield, temper

ature and maximum dilation point.

The purpose of this work was to build a system to study the 

expansion and contraction of refractory bricks as they are heated 

uniformly to elevated temperatures while under various levels of 

uniaxial compressive stresses. A significant portion of this effort 

involved the development of specialized equipment to monitor the 

thermal expansion under load (TEUL) behavior of the refractory through' 

out the heating and loading history. Therefore the problems encount

ered in this effort and their solution are briefly reviewed below.

The most important features of the compressive deformation 

apparatus have been described. The major problems encountered with 

this system are securing and maintaining good ram alignment, prevent

ing reactions between the loading rams and the samples, preventing
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the LVDT cores from sticking to the sides of the LVDT, and eliminating 

heating current surges which are presumably due to temperature 

controller instability.

To maintain good ram alignment, the stack is guided with , a linear 

motion ball bushing, a ball and socket joint is used at the top of the 

column to minimize torsional movement, and the ends of the sample are

diamond ground flat to insure even loading.

Chemical reactions between the loading rams and the samples have 

been eliminated by making the material on both ends of the sample of 

the same material as the sample to a point far enough from the hot 

zone that other materials can be used. Some diffusion bonding 

(sintering) still occurs under extreme temperatures and stresses.

The problem of the cores sticking can be solved in two ways: 

first, by very careful alignment of the core before the start of the 

experiment; secondly, by.gently vibrating the carriage with an 

electromechanical buzzer.

Finally, the experiment has been interfaced for minicomputer 

control and data acquisition. From start to termination, a typical 

thermal expansion under load experiment will take 25-30 hours, if some 

initial creep data is taken. With the computer, a graph of the data 

can be observed at any time,' so time.spent in the lab tending the

experiment is short. Therefore, computer control is an attractive
.

feature to have in terms of the time' saved controlling the experiment 

and collecting the data.
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